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Review

Recent advances in enhancing the
sensitivity of electrophoresis and
electrochromatography in capillaries
and microchips (2012–2014)

One of the most cited limitations of capillary (and microchip) electrophoresis is the poor
sensitivity. This review continues to update this series of biannual reviews, first published
in Electrophoresis in 2007, on developments in the field of on-line/in-line concentration
methods, covering the period July 2012–July 2014. It includes developments in the field
of stacking, covering all methods from field-amplified sample stacking and large-volume
sample stacking, through to ITP, dynamic pH junction, and sweeping. Attention is also
given to on-line or in-line extraction methods that have been used for electrophoresis.
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1 Introduction

Poor sensitivity is one of the often cited limitations of elec-
trophoresis, particularly in comparison to LC, with concen-
tration detection limits typically two to three orders of magni-
tude worse [1]. To overcome this problem, many different and
unique approaches have been developed. Over the last 2 years
since the last update, there has again been considerable inter-
est in this topic, as shown in Fig. 1, which shows the number
of manuscripts published that discuss “stacking.” Interest in
this topic appears to have leveled at approximately 150 papers
per year since 2006. While there are papers describing the
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implementation of these methods in microchips, the reality
is that the field is still dominated by the capillary format.

The aim of this review is to continue to highlight devel-
opments within the field of on-line concentration for elec-
trophoresis, in both capillaries and microchips, and follows
previous reviews on the topic published in 2007 [2], 2009 [3],
2011 [4], and 2013 [2] and compliments other reviews pub-
lished over this time [3–18]. This review does not aim to be
comprehensive, but to identify works that are of significance
to the field that have been published between July 2012 and
June 2014. The same classifications that have been used pre-
viously will be kept here and the material has been assem-
bled in the same categories: concentration approaches based
on electrophoretic phenomena will be broadly discussed as
“stacking,” while those involving partitioning onto or into a
distinct phase will be considered as “extraction.” This review
will discuss approaches within the context of these two broad
areas with the critical requirement that they are integrated in
some manner, preferably in-line (performed within the cap-
illary) or on-line (performed in a completely integrated and
automated manner). For those who would like a more prac-
tical focus, Breadmore and Sänger-Van De Griend propose
a decision tree to help select the right method for the right
application [19].

2 Stacking

“Stacking” is a very widely used term within the elec-
trophoretic community, and we will continue to use it in
this review as a generic term to group approaches for
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Figure 1. Prevalence of on-line concentration for electrophoresis
as obtained from ISI Web of Science using “stacking or sweeping”
and “electrophor*” in the topic. Number of papers for 2014 is up
until 30th June.

concentration that rely on changes in electrophoretic veloc-
ity. This encompasses preconcentration induced via changes
in field strength as well as changes in electrophoretic veloc-
ity achieved through other means (such as sweeping). In all
cases, the key requirement is that there is an electrophoretic
component in the preconcentration mechanism and that the
analytes concentrate on a boundary through a change in ve-
locity.

2.1 Field-strength induced changes in velocity

2.1.1 Field-amplified sample stacking (FASS) and

field-amplified sample injection (FASI)

FASS, also known as normal stacking mode, is the easiest
sample stacking technique to perform as it only requires the
sample to have a conductivity at most one-tenth of the con-
ductivity of the BGE. Due to the difference in resistivity of
the two different solutions, the electric field strength in the
sample zone is higher than that in the BGE zone. Since ion
velocity is proportional to the electric field strength, ions move
quickly through the sample and slow down once they enter
the BGE zone, in other words, they “stack” into a narrow zone
at the interface. The sensitivity enhancement is determined
by the ratio of velocities in the sample zone and BGE zone.
The sensitivity enhancement factor (SEF) is usually around
10–20 times when compared to hydrodynamic injection of
a sample with an equivalent conductivity to that of the BGE.
There are two major drawbacks to this approach. First, that the
sample should have a lower conductivity than that of the BGE,
thus FASS is limited to samples with a low-conductivity ma-
trix, or dilution of the sample is required. The other limitation
of FASS is that the maximum length of the hydrodynamically
injected sample plug is limited to about 3–5% of the capillary
volume. The mismatch of the local electroosmotic velocities
in the BGE zone and sample zone will cause band broadening

if a longer sample zone is injected. FASS has been employed
in many routine applications and has become the most pop-
ular approach for sensitivity enhancement, despite its limita-
tions.

Dziomba et al. [20] developed a novel FASS method in
which they repetitively injected four times and then per-
formed a CZE separation. Each injection step for the cationic
compounds consisted of a hydrodynamic injection at 0.6 psi
for 53 s followed by steps of sample matrix removal through
the simultaneous application of a counterpressure and volt-
age (–1 psi, 2 kV, 0.65 min) to retain the focused analytes in
the capillary. They achieved an SEF for six cationic drugs of
around 1.46–2.66 compared to FASS, and an SEF of 12–35
compared to a standard hydrodynamic injection at 0.5 psi for
5 s. With this approach, the limited sample plug length of
3–5% of the capillary volume could be effectively extended to
27%, although the modest gains do not suggest that this is
an efficient process.

Single-step CE in a PMMA chip employing FASS was
presented by Ono et al. [21]. The presented system allows
introduction of sample and separation solution, FASS of the
sample solution, and separation within 2 min, without the
use of additional equipment. Uniquely, the surface tension
(capillary forces) was used to introduce and constrain the sep-
aration solution and sample. Figure 2A shows that the liquid
movement stops when the microchannel suddenly expands
(termed capillary stop valve). This principle in combination
with air vents (Fig. 2B) was used to achieve a defined sample
plug to provide a simple and defined method of introducing
sample hydrodynamically into a microchip for FASS. When
using fluorescein in a tenfold diluted BGE, a threefold im-
provement in signal enhancement could be achieved com-
pared to non-FASS conditions where the sample was diluted
in the BGE.

In FASI (also reported in some publication as field en-
hance sample injection, FESI), the sample is introduced by
electrokinetic injection (EKI) in contrast to FASS where it
is introduced hydrodynamically. When performing EKI, the
sample will be injected by the EOF as well as by its own elec-
trophoretic movement, and thus the magnitude and direction
of the EOF is very important. There are four major disadvan-
tages to FASI. The first two are the same as for FASS, namely
it is limited to samples with a conductivity at least ten times
lower than the BGE and that that the sample matrix volume
that can be introduced is limited to 3–5% of the capillary vol-
ume. The third disadvantage of FESI is that sample ions have
different mobilities and are therefore injected to a different
extent. This results in more of the higher mobility ions being
injected. The final disadvantage is that because of the way in-
jection is performed, the number of analyte ions entering the
capillary significantly depends on the conductivity of the ma-
trix and therefore it is susceptible to any samples where the
matrix level can change. Despite these disadvantages, FESI
can give up to a 1000-fold increase in sensitivity. Injection of a
short water-plug prior to sample injection can enhance the re-
peatability. Since this approach prevents analytes from being
lost from the inlet, it can also enhance the sensitivity [22].
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Figure 2. Schematic of the
generation of a liquid interface
using capillary stop valves and
air vents (A) and schematic
of the single-step CE setup
(B) for controlled hydrody-
namic injection of a sample in
a microchip. Reproduced from
[21] with permission.

Since the application of FESI is fairly straightforward, it
can be combined with different detection methods such as
inductively coupled plasma MS [23], electrochemilumines-
cence [24,25], UV [26–28], quadrupole, IT, and TOF-MS [29],
amperometric [30], and laser-induced fluorescence [31]. It
can also be combined with different CE techniques such as
open-tubular CEC [32] and chiral EKC [33]. Further it can
be used in combination with off-line preconcentration meth-
ods such as dispersive liquid–liquid microextraction [34], dis-
persive liquid–liquid microextraction based on solidification
of floating organic drop [35], ultrasound-assisted emulsifi-
cation miocroextraction [36], and high-density solvent-based
solvent de-emulsification dispersive liquid–liquid microex-
traction [37]. In fact, because of the clean and well-defined
matrix that is obtained with these off-line methods, FASI
is perfectly compatible with these and can provide excellent
analytical results.

In an interesting twist on the use of FASI, Quirino used
this approach for clean-up or purification of charged species
from small sample volumes. FASI was repeatedly used to
inject cationic small molecules from a 100 �L sample vol-
ume, with the sample then analyzed for anionic and neutral
components. The results showed significant removal of in-
terfering species without any compromise on the separation
of the remaining compounds [38].

2.1.2. Large-volume sample stacking (LVSS)

LVSS was developed to allow the injection of sample vol-
umes larger than can be achieved with FASS, and can be
used to inject up to the entire capillary with sample, with
both FASS and FASI. The key requirement for this approach
to be successful is to slowly push the sample matrix out of
the capillary inlet while the analytes are stacked at the sam-
ple/BGE interface. It is very important to stop the analytes
exiting the inlet of the capillary before the separation be-
gins. There are two ways to do this. The first is switch the
polarity just before the stacked zone exits the capillary, and
is typically done when the current reaches 90–95% of the
BGE current. This approach was recently employed for the
analysis of plant hormones [39], salidroside, caffeic acid, and
gallic acid in leaf [40]; secobarbital, amobarbital, barbital, and

phenobarbital in cosmetic products [41]; flavonoids [42], per-
fluorooctanoic acid, and perfluorooctanesulfonic acid in river
water [43]; degradation products of alkyl alkylphosphonic
acids in chemical warfare agent [44]; cephalosporins residue
in environment water [45]; androgenic steroids [46] drugs in
urine [47]; antiepileptic drug in serum [48]; and metformine
in human urine and serum [49].

In a recent study, Qi et al. [50] used LVSS method
with off-line SPE using molecular imprinted magnetic
nanoparticles for the extraction of 4-chlorophenol (4-CP), 2,4-
dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP), and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (2,4,6-
TCP) in environment water. The overall enhancement in
sensitivity was 781, 3276, and 8916 for 4-CP, 2,4-DCP, and
2,4,6-TCP, respectively, with the SPE extraction combined
with LVSS two-step sample preconcentration compared with
the normal hydrodynamic injection (10 cm for 3s). As the sig-
nal enhancements of the analytes were contributed to the SPE
extraction and LVSS, 28-, 62-, and 92-fold for 4-CP, 2,4-DCP,
and 2,4,6-TCP come from SPE pretreatment. Importantly, the
SPE helps to remove the variable composition of water matri-
ces making the combined procedure suitable for the analysis
of chlorophenols at low concentration levels.

The second way to control matrix removal with LVSS is
with an EOF pump (called LVSEP) whereby the sample ma-
trix is removed through the capillary by EOF. The key to the
success of this approach is to ensure that there is a different
EOF between the sample and BGE such that as the sample is
removed, the net flow through the capillary changes. When
only a small amount of matrix remains, then electrophoresis
occurs and the components separate by conventional means.
The advantage of this approach is that it is controlled by
the chemistry, not by physically switching the polarity based
on time (there is no instrument developed that will let the
polarity be switched on a current level). The disadvantage
is that it relies on accurate and repeatable control of the
EOF.

Kawai et al. [51] obtained some impressive enhancements
by combining LVSEP and pressure-assisted EKI. Pressure is
applied to the inlet during EKI to prolong the time for re-
moval of sample matrix and EKI of the sample. After a prede-
termined time, the voltage is stopped and the inlet changes
to BGE for separation. The sensitivity of glucose oligomer
was enhanced more than 8600-fold, while for the model
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compound fluorescein it was over 110 000-fold at an EKI
time for 15 min.

Tůma et al. [52] reported the monitoring of � -
aminobutyric acid, glycine, and glutamate for in vivo test in
microdialysates of periaqueductal gray matter using LVSEP
with a C4D detector. The LODs were around 10 nM, which
is similar to those obtained using LIF after derivatization.
Shen et al. used LVSEP with off-line SPE for trace detection
of thiols in seawater [53]. Tween 20 capped gold nanoparticles
(Tween 20-AuNPs) were used for extraction with the Tween
20 reducing nonspecific adsorption as well as enhancing the
dispersion of the particles sea water. Extraction from 10 mL of
solution was obtained, with the extracted thiols released and
o-phthaldialdehyde derivatized for LIF detection. Under the
optimum condition, the LODs for five peptides were down to
0.1–6 pM, with the LVSEP allowing the injection volume to
be increased from 10 to 60 nL. The overall SEF was greater
than 20 000, and the authors suggest that this method has
the lowest LOD for glutathione, � -glutamylcysteine, and phy-
tochelatin analogs reported.

LVSEP was recently used for a range of applications in-
cluding parabens in cosmetics [54], selenomethionine enan-
tiomers in selenized yeast after off-line SPE [55], glucose
ladder, glycoprotein-derived oligosaccharides in plant lectin
[56,57]; benzylamine and 1-naphthylethylamine, chlorpheni-
ramine, brompheniramine, and basic proteins (cytochrome
c, ribonuclease A, lysozyme, and alpha-chymotrypsinogen
A) [58]; racemic warfarin and ibuprofen for chiral analy-
sis [59]; ima-amine, N-desmethyl matinib mesylate, and re-
lated compounds in capsule drugs [60]; isbenzylisoquinoline
alkaloids [61]; kynurenine and tryptophan in human plasma
used for biomarkers for immune systems [62]; and sulfony-
lurea herbicides in cereals [63].

2.1.3 Isotachophoretic stacking

Among all electrophoretic preconcentration methods in CE,
ITP is well known to be a powerful and robust preconcen-
tration method capable of concentrating trace of component
in a high concentration of matrix ions. In ITP stacking, the
sample is placed between the leading electrolyte (LE) and ter-
minating/trailing electrolyte (TE). The difference in mobility
between the LE (higher mobility) and TE (lower mobility) cre-
ates a nonuniform electric field upon application of voltage.
As a result, samples ions with a mobility between the mo-
bility of the leading and terminating ions stack in front of
TE but behind of LE in a descending order based on their
mobilities. The length of each zone depends on the concen-
tration of each ion and the initial concentration of LE ions
defined by Kohlrausch regulating function. Two types of ITP
modes can be used, which are the “plateau-mode” and “peak
mode” ITP. Plateau mode ITP occurs when the analyte is
present in large amount allowing the formation of separate
contiguous plateau like zones with locally uniform concen-
tration [2, 64, 65]. Peak mode ITP occurs when the analyte
present is an amount that is unable to reach their steady-state

concentration, thus unable to form a contiguous zone, and
is therefore focused as a sharp peak between two zones [66].
Peak mode has always occurred, but has only recently been
defined, and is actually the mode required when coupling
with other modes of electrophoresis, that is when using it as
a stacking approach.

Over the past few years, Santiago’s group has been ex-
ceptionally active in the use of peak mode ITP. Since the last
review, they extend from the purification of nucleic acids from
whole blood to rapid in-line hybridization of RNA and DNA
using molecular probes. In this area, Bercovici et al. [67] stud-
ied the physicochemical process of preconcentration, mixing,
and chemical reaction kinetics by comparing numerical and
experimental results. When 20 nM of target DNA was used,
a 960-fold acceleration of the hybridization rate was obtained
with ITP compared to a standard incubation, which increased
to 14 000-fold when the target concentration was 500 pM.
While impressive, there is still a background signal from
unhbyridized nucleotide probe, which migrates with the hy-
bridized DNA. Recent focus has been on ways to remove this,
through hydrogels that contain the complimentary nucleotide
to remove unhybridized probe [68], bidirectional ITP to initi-
ate the transition from ITP to ZE [69], and the use a two-stage
separation in which an ionic spacer is introduced during the
second stage [70]. Garcia-Schwarz et al. used this approach
for the rapid extraction, preconcentration, and mixing of mi-
croRNA and reporters using ITP [71]. The total analysis time
was 15 min and required only 5 ng of total RNA and obtained
over 1000-fold improvement in sensitivity and 200-fold im-
provement in analysis time when compared with northern
blotting, and a tenfold improvement in analysis time over
RT-PCR.

All of the above work was performed using solution-
phase hybridization. Karsenty et al. performed a theoretical
and experimental study of the acceleration of surface-based
hybridization using ITP and obtained a two-order magnitude
improvement in signal when compared with a standard flow
through reaction [72]. A 107-fold improvement was obtained
in ITP hybridization when 10 nM molecular beacon was used
but the gain in signal was reduced to 12-fold when 100 nM
concentration was used, which was consistent with the theory
prediction. Using ITP-based techniques, and based on the
model curves for interpolation, the LOD of the standard flow
and ITP-based techniques found to be 15 nM and 150 pM,
respectively, which is consistent with the gain in signal.

Since being introduced a few years ago [73–76], the use
of ITP for the purification of DNA has gained significant
attention, as it is a simpler method than the use of more tra-
ditional methods for DNA purification by SPE. This is exem-
plified by the work of Marshall et al. who demonstrated cells
lysis, extraction, and purification within an integrated single
channel designed for printed circuit board device chip [77].
A resistive heater and a temperature sensor were incorpo-
rated into the TE reservoirs and 180 mA was applied to the
heater for 3 min to lyse the cells. An LOD of 500 parasites/�L
was achieved, which is the minimum clinical relevant LOD.
The same group then optimized the design of the chip for
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purification of nucleic acid from 25 �L of a biological sam-
ple [78]. The chip incorporated a capillary barrier structure
to facilitate robust sample loading. A recovery of 76–86% of
salmon sperm DNA for 250 pg to 250 ng of DNA was obtained
within 20 min, making it exceptionally competitive with SPE.
Shintaku et al. simultaneously analyzed RNA and DNA from
a single cell using ITP without enzymatic amplification and
the total analysis time was �5 min [79]. This method success-
fully extracted cytoplasmic RNA from the lysed cells when a
bipolar voltage pulse was applied within the microchip and
the DNA remained in the nucleus. Rogacs et al. reported
ITP for bacterial RNA extraction and purification from whole
human blood [80]. In the study, Pseudomonas putida cells
were suspended into healthy human blood, lysed, and puri-
fied by ITP. The detection limit was 0.03–30 cells/nL blood
(3.16 × 104–3.16 × 108 cells/mL blood).

Strychalski et al. used gradient elution ITP (GEITP) for
DNA purification from crude samples for human identifica-
tion using STR analysis [81]. In GEITP, a controlled variable
pressure driven counterflow (CF) was used to control the fo-
cusing interface position while excluding other particulate
and contaminations from the capillary, which is useful as it
can be used to prevent PCR inhibitors from focusing with
the DNA. LIF signal was used for on-line DNA quantification
during the focusing step and it was possible to measure 0.5
ng/�L of DNA in standards, clean buccal swab, and soiled
buccal swab, indicating that this can also be used for simulta-
neous DNA quantitation. The GEITP-purified DNA was used
for STR analysis and successfully amplified all 16 STR loci.

ITP is also suitable for the concentration of cells. Prest et
al. used free-flow ITP for bacteria of Erwinia herbicola focusing
[82]. While no LOD was reported, the method showed that the
bacteria cells were collected within fractions 6–8 indicating
that cells are focused into ITP band. Oukacine et al. used ITP
with a wide bore capillary for bacteria analysis using a UV
detector [83]. The current was decreased down to 2 �A and
the injection time increased to 380 s at −15 kV resulting in an
LOD of 3000 cells/mL, sevenfold lower than their previously
reported method [84] Phung et al. reported the use of ITP
with EKI under FASI conditions for bacteria analysis [85].
Escherichia coli was not lysed prior to analysis but was stained
off-line at room temperature using Syto 9 for 30 min. With
LIF as the detector, the LOD of E. coli was 135 cells/mL, which
is 22-fold lower than that using UV detection [83] and is more
specific due to LIF only detecting stained cells. Saito et al.
used polymer-enhanced transient ITP (tITP) for separation
and detection of the same bacteria species (Gram positive
bacteria) using boronic acid functionalized squarylium dye
and on-capillary labeling agent, and the LOD based on 3�

of the area of the blank sample was found to be 3.1 × 105

CFU/mL [86].
Because of the ability of ITP to concentrate traces compo-

nents in high ionic strength samples, it is not surprising that
ITP can be used as a stand-alone method for various applica-
tions for DNA, cells, proteins, organelles, and amino acids.
It has been used for biogenic amines in meat samples [87]
and alcoholic beverages [88], glutamic acid and aspartic acid

in tomato juice [89], anions and cations in renal stones [90],
and carboxylic acids in human serum using customized mi-
crochips for the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 [91, 92]. The use of
additives such as cryptand 222 and 2-hydroxy-methylbutyric
acid has been reported to improve the separation of alkali
metals [93] and lanthanides [94], respectively.

In the field of microfluidics, paper is generating signifi-
cant interest because of the ability to fabricate fluidic devices
rapidly and cheaply, with the first reports of ITP on paper de-
scribed in the 1970s [95–97]. Moghadam et al. demonstrated
ITP on a cross-shape NC membrane [98] for the fluorescent
dye Alexa Fluor 488. A 900-fold enhancement was obtained
with 60% extraction from 100 �L sample. Given the rejuve-
nation of the paper as a substrate for microfluidics, it is likely
that this approach will feature prominently in the future. In
alternatively cheap microfluidic devices, Shallan et al. used a
3D printer for chip fabrication [99]. Various designs can be
constructed using CAD software and be printed within an
hour. A microchip for ITP was printed in �5 min costing
�$1 in material cost. The printed chip had a 10 cm serpen-
tine channel and was able to perform ITP of three different
analytes suspended in the terminator in 5 min [99].

tITP is the terminology used to describe the use of a short
ITP stage prior to a subsequent electrophoretic separation
in the same capillary/channel—most typically ZE. Huang et
al. studied simultaneous quantification of dCDP and dCTP
within 6 min using tITP-CZE method [100]. The injection
time could be increased 150 times without a decrease in
resolution and the sensitivity was enhanced up to two-order
magnitude with the method. Wang et al. reported the use of
SPME with tITP for CE-MS/MS using high-sensitivity porous
ESI sprayer for proteomic analysis [101]. The results show
that this approach was three times more effective in iden-
tifying proteins. Honegr et al. used tITP followed by CZE
for preconcentration and determination of seven phenolic
acids with the detection limit range obtained from 11 ng/mL
(protocatechuic acid) to 31 �g/mL (syringic acid) [102]. The
authors used SPE to clean samples prior to analysis to im-
prove repeatability. Heemskerk et al. reported tITP coupled
with porous sheathless interface MS in a neutral capillary to
improve the sensitivity in glycopeptide analysis [103]. From
the study, when a larger volume injection (37% of capillary
volume) was used on a neutral coated capillary for tITP-CZE
and interfaced with MS, 40-fold increase in sensitivity was ob-
tained for IgG1 Fc glycopeptide analysis when compared to
conventional strategy. tITP was coupled with MEKC in CZE
for analysis of 3-nitrotyrosine in urine by Ren et al. [104].
A peak efficiency up to 1 000 000 was obtained for tITP in
MEKC and obtained a fourfold improvement in sensitivity
when compared tITP in CZE and an LOD in urine of 0.07 �M.
Matczuk et al. reported the use of tITP-MEKC to concentrate
neutral analytes from high-conductivity samples with tenfold
and higher enrichment factors [105]. The detection limits of
five metallodrugs used in this method were in 10−7– 10−8 M
range for hydrophobic compounds.

In pseudo-ITP (pITP), organic solvents are used as ter-
minating electrolyte, which was first reported by Shihabi
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[106–108]. One of the advantages of pITP is the very less sam-
ple preparation time and it has been reported for number of
analyses such as biogenic aminothiol, drugs, and peptides in
biological samples [109]. Dziomba et al. reported the use of
FASI with p-ITP for the determination of seven psychiatric
drugs in human urine samples after liquid–liquid microex-
traction [109]. SEFs (8000–13 400) and LOD (1 ng/mL) were
obtained when compared to a typical hydrodynamic injection.

In the previous review, the introduction of depletion zone
ITP (dzITP) by Quist et al. was highlighted as an interesting
approach to sample treatment because it leverages CF gradi-
ent focusing to create a depletion zone using only a single
electrolyte. Since then, the authors used this approach with
a novel filtering principle in combination with dzITP [110].
The filtering method is based on the balance of fluxes such
that selectivity can be obtained as the dzITP orders com-
pounds into distinct zones before they pass the depletion
zone. In this study, two modes of filtering were used: contin-
uous and pulsed. In the continuous mode, the supply, focus-
ing, and separation are synchronized with a continuous flow
of compound released resulting in trapping other specific
compounds. In the pulsed mode, voltage pulses allow the re-
lease of discrete zones. Sample mixtures containing 100 �M
fluorescein and 400 nM 6-carboxyfluorescein with 100 �M
sodium acetate as an intermediate spacer zone were used to
study the performance of these two approaches. The use of
filter for dzITP provides a fourfold enhancement in the detec-
tion of 6-carboxyfluorescein even though the concentration is
250× lower than the starting concentration.

2.1.4 CF gradient focusing and electrocapture

CF gradient focusing encompasses a range of techniques
(electric field, temperature, micelle, etc.) that rely on a local
electric field generated within the separation space to focus
individual samples based on their electrophoretic mobility
within the separation channel. As mentioned in previous re-
view, full details on the various mechanisms within counter
flow gradient focusing (CFGF) and their applications can be
found in reviews by Shackman and Ross [111], Meighan et
al. [10], and Fosdick et al. [112].

In the last review article, Crooks’ group had just intro-
duced bipolar electrode focusing for enrichment to focus an-
ions [113–115]. Sheridan et al. reported bipolar electrode fo-
cusing for cations, in which the EOF was reversed by coating
with a monolayer of polybrene. Using a model cationic dye,
enrichment in Tris-HCl was similar to the previous results for
anions [113, 115] but a higher voltage was required because
of more significant depletion of the Tris-H+, which made the
system less stable due to the formation of O2 and H2 gases
at the electrode surface. Knust et al. reported the use of two
parallel microchannels connected with a bipolar electrode for
simultaneous enrichment and separation of both anions and
cations in a single microchannel [116]. Tris-H+ is neutralized
by OH− at the cathodic end of the electrode, while acetate
buffer is neutralized by H+ at the anodic end. This gener-

ates an electric field gradient in the bottom channel on which
the anions and cations are focused and separated. A hydro-
dynamic pressure-driven flow (opposing CF) was required
for enrichment due to the absence of EOF. This allows the
cations to be enriched on the left with an SEF of 136, while
anions being enriched on the right with an SEF of 113. In
subsequent work, Scida et al. developed an electrochemically
gated method for enrichment, separation, and delivery of the
enriched ions into a different secondary microchannel [117].
First, a voltage of 30.0 V was applied between the connected
poles of BPE 1 allowing the enrichment of BODIPY2- (green)
and MPTS3− (blue) in the primary channel. The deactivation
of BPE 1 and activation of BPE 2 lead to the opening of the
electrochemical gate at SC1 allowing BODIPY2− to enter the
SC1 channel, and the deactivation of BPE 2 and activation
of BPE 3 allow the electrochemical gate to be open at SC2
allowing MPTS3- to enter. However, when BPE1 is activated
at t �30 for the enrichment of BODIPY2−, the MPTS3− band
was observed to move backward occasionally into the anodic
reservoir. This is due to the large � Eelec rising from the an-
gled geometry of the BPE gating. The EF of BODIPY2− was
3.1 ± 0.1 after 26 s and MPTS3− 27 ± 2 after 56 s with the rate
of enrichment calculated to be 0.11-fold/s and 0.31-fold/s for
BODIPY2− and MPTS3−, respectively [117].

While Crook’s group introduced the use of planar mi-
crochip design for BPE focusing, Cao et al. introduced the use
of microchannel plate for 3D BPE focusing of anions [118].
Figure 3 shows the SEM images of the sectioned microchan-
nel plate and the schematic on how it can be used for BPE of
anions enrichment. The thousand microcapillaries act in uni-
son as tiny BPEs due to the semiconducting sidewall and high
aspect ratio structure. Using this, they managed to obtain an
enrichment of 13 400-fold (70 s) using a voltage bias of 800 V.

Temperature gradient focusing exploits the dependence
of electrolyte/ion properties on temperature and was origi-
nally introduced by Ross and Locascio [9]. The most recent
work is by Shameli et al. who used micellar affinity gradi-
ent focusing in a microfluidic device for bilinear temperature
gradients study [119]. Bilinear temperature gradient consists
of two gradients: a steep gradient for focusing and a shallow
gradient for separation. Two surfactants were used, SDS and
poly-SUS, and the resolution of fluorescent pI markers was
improved by 2 and 1.6, respectively, over a linear gradient.
Han et al. reported a numerical study of using joule heating
for temperature gradient focusing on the effect of the mi-
crochannel geometry [120]. From the numerical study, the
focusing performance can be improved using a narrow mid-
dle width with a wider outside width of the channel with the
wmid/wout of 0.075.

Electric field gradient focusing uses an electric field gra-
dient electric field to focus ions where their electrophoretic
velocity is balanced by a hydrodynamic flow. Trickett et al.
reported the use of a polyaniline electrode with varying width
from 200 to 5000 �m in 320 �m increments, providing a
20-fold resistance change [121]. The novel electrode, however,
showed only modest performance, separating and concentrat-
ing R6G and Q by threefold within 10 min.
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Figure 3. (A) SEM images of a sec-
tioned MCP depicting densely packed
microcapillaries. (B) Schematic de-
scription of the microdevice for bipo-
lar electrode enrichment of anionic
species whereby faradaic depolariza-
tion drives MCP into cathodic and an-
odic poles following the stated reac-
tions and leads to an ion-depleted
low-conductivity zone (the shaded
zone) next to the cathodic surface.
In the zone, cathodic electroosmo-
sis balances out anodic electromi-
gration as represented by the ar-
rows, the velocity vectors acting on
the ionic species. (C) Rendering of
the local electric field distribution
along the channel with (solid line)
or without (dashed line) faradaic re-
actions. Reprinted with permission
from [118].

In gradient elution moving boundary electrophoresis, the
electrophoretic migration of the analytes is opposed via a bulk
CF with the magnitude of the flow slowly reduced sequentially
allowing ions with different mobilities to enter the channel
at different times [122]. Ross’ group used FASI with gradient
elution moving boundary electrophoresis, and with a conduc-
tivity ratio of 8.21, an SEF of over 100× was achieved. They
were also able to demonstrate the detection of arsenate [123].
One of the more interesting outcomes, however, was the con-
centration of ions outside the microchannel as a result of
the CF, an idea that has been discussed several times, but
experimentally shown for the first time here.

2.2 Chemically induced changes in velocity

2.2.1 Dynamic pH junction

In this approach to stacking, a pH interface between the BGE
and sample is created, which changes an analyte’s ioniza-
tion state leading to significant alteration of electrophoretic
mobilities, which causes concentration and focusing [124].
In the late 1990s, this was termed dynamic pH junction by
Britz-McKibbin et al. [125], but is also known as a moving
neutralization boundary [126] and is a subset of moving reac-
tion boundaries [127].

Zhang et al. developed a sensitive and environmen-
tally friendly method for 2-nitrophenol, 3-nitrophenol, and
4-nitrophenol separation. Using a high-pH BGE (borate) and
low-pH sample (acetate), enhancements of 60–90 were ob-
tained giving LODs between 2.7 and 8.7 �g/L. The method
was applied to tap and fishpond waters with the only
the preparation required being adjustment of the sample
pH [128]. Biogenic amines are found at extremely low concen-
trations in biological fluids, for example the normal values of
dopamine, epinephrine, and serotonin in human urine are in
the range of 37–343, 0–14, and 150 ng/mL, respectively, and

are difficult to detect by classical methods. Tang et al. used
dynamic pH junction with CE and amperometric detection
and significantly, their method does not require any sample
pretreatment or derivatization. As it can be applied to urine,
it may be useful for clinical diagnosis as high urine concen-
trations of dopamine and norepinephrine are correlated to
pheochromocytoma [129].

One of the advantages of dynamic pH junction is that it
works with high ionic strength samples. However, Hsieh et
al. noticed that while increasing the ionic strength of the
phosphate sample buffer and borate BGE buffer to over
40 mM, it led to deterioration of 5-aminolevulinic acid fo-
cusing, in which the peak became broader and its height
lowered significantly. They attributed this to the mismatch of
conductivity between the BGE and sample matrix. In order
to overcome this issue, the sample matrix conductivity was
adjusted to be lower than that of the BGE. With this dilution,
very good sensitivity improvement of about 50-fold and an
LOD of 1.0 mg/mL were achieved through prolonged sample
injection up to 10.4% of capillary length [130].

If the sample has a pH difference as well as a conductivity
difference, then it is possible to combine both pH junction
and FASS/FASI for further enhancements. This was exam-
ined by Acosta et al. for seven phenolic compounds in herbal
products commercialized in Argentina. FASI was examined
but due to quantitative limitations with long injection times
due to the biased injection of species with a higher elec-
trophoretic mobility, they concluded that hydrodynamic in-
jection would be more appropriate. The optimum injection
length was 50 s (31%). [131].

Zhu et al. reported dynamic pH junction technique for
bottom-up proteomics analysis [132]. For a BSA digest, they
found that the sequence coverage increased to 70% with more
than 40 peptides identified with pH junction of 0.05 mg/mL
compared to 66% coverage and 37 peptides identified with a
conventional injection of 1 mg/mL. When applied to whole
E. coli digests, the dynamic pH junction base peak intensity
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was 20 times greater, than with a normal injection, and as
shown in Fig. 4, a significant increase in resolution was also
obtained. Additionally, superior results for dynamic pH junc-
tion were obtained when compared to FASS.

2.2.2 Association with pseudophases

Terabe et al. [133,134] originally introduced MEKC as a mode
of CE developed to analyze neutral compounds by SDS mi-
celles as pseudostationary phase. A decade later, pseudosta-
tionary phases evolved into being used in preconcentration
mechanisms by virtue of their interaction with the compound
of interest. The most prominent stacking techniques that em-
ploy pseudostationary phases are sweeping [135,136], analyte
focusing by micelle collapse (AFMC) [137,138], and micelle to
solvent stacking (MSS) [139]. The search via Scopus showed
33 research papers within the review period.

2.2.2.1 Sweeping

Sweeping was initially developed by Quirino and Terabe
to increase detection of neutral and charged analytes in
MEKC with samples having the same conductivity as the
BGE [135,136]. The technique involves the injection of sample
solution devoid of the pseudostationary phase. When the elec-
tric field is applied, the micelles present in the background so-
lution penetrate the sample zone, and subsequently pick and
accumulate the analytes into a narrow band. The enrichment
of the analytes is largely dependent on the analyte–micelle in-
teraction, described by the chromatographic retention factor
k. Since its introduction 15 years ago, sweeping has grown
to be one of the most prominent and universal concentra-
tion systems in the field because of its applicability to both
charged and neutral species and its tolerance of high ionic

Figure 4. Base peak electropherograms for a 20 nL injection of a
0.1 mg/mL E. coli tryptic digest. The blue (top) represents the elec-
tropherogram generated using a pH junction injection, and the
inverted green (bottom) represents electropherogram generated
using normal injection. Reproduced from [132] with permission.

strength samples. Papers will be discussed below based on
the conductivity of the sample solution with regard to that of
the BGE.

When the sample has a lower conductivity than the BGE,
the combined effects of two focusing steps, sweeping and
stacking, affect the preconcentration of the analytes. When
voltage is applied, the micelles in the BGE traverse through
the sample solution and sweep the analytes. Sample stacking
at the stacking boundary focuses the swept zone further [136].
Six papers used sample solutions with a lower conductivity
for the stacking and separation of charged analytes in sweep-
ing [48, 62, 140, 141]. SDS was used as the pseudostationary
phase for all papers. Enhancement factors in the range of 31–
300 allowed the successful determination of the analytes of
interest in human serum/plasma, bacterial growth medium,
urine, and medicinal product.

Focusing of analytes prepared in a sample solution
of equal conductivity to the BGE is affected by sweeping
alone. Five papers used these conditions, four of which em-
ployed neutral analytes and SDS as the pseudostationary
phase [142–145], while one used charged analytes and anionic
sulfated-�-CD as the pseudostationary phase [146]. After op-
timization of the stacking methods, about 25- to 2500-fold
increase in sensitivity compared to normal MEKC was at-
tained. The developed methods were successfully applied to
the analysis of steroids in urine, herbicides in cereal and veg-
etable samples, and water samples.

A new development to sweeping was developed by Ra-
banes et al. for the determination of charged alprenolol enan-
tiomers in the presence of high organic solvent in the sample
solution [146]. The interaction of analytes with the sulfated-�-
CD is low in the sample solution due to the organic solvent.
The analytes electrophoretically migrated from the sample
in the opposite direction to the CD and are concentrated as
a result of the interaction with the CD in the aqueous BGE
zone. This is in contrast to conventional sweeping mecha-
nism, wherein analyte focusing occurs at the front of the
pseudostationary phase as it moves through the sample zone.
An SEF of more than two orders of magnitude was obtained
when the sample was introduced electrokinetically for the
chiral separation of alprenolol enantiomers in standard solu-
tions.

The effect of high-conductivity sample solution in sweep-
ing had been theoretically and experimentally studied by two
groups [147, 148] in the early 2000. El-Awady et al. recently
revisited the theory on the effect of high-conductivity sample
solution in sweeping [149]. They found that the sweeping ef-
ficiency of neutral analytes is independent of the conductivity
of the sample solution. In a sample with a higher conductivity
than the BGE, the low electric field of the sample causes the
micelles to stack at the sample/BGE boundary and the stacked
micelles sweep the analyte from the high-conductivity zone.
The higher the ratio of conductivities of the two zones, the
more micelles are stacked and the better sweeping occurs.
Thereafter, the stacked micelles and swept analytes migrate
into the low-conductivity BGE zone and adjust to the low
Kohlrausch function in this region, thus destacking occurs.
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The extent of the stacking and destacking is equal, thus the
focusing of the analytes is only contributed by sweeping, as
was originally proposed by Quirino and co-workers [157].

El-Awady and Pyell presented a theory of independent
effects of sweeping and retention factor gradient designed to
be able to assess sweeping efficiency in homogeneous and
inhomogeneous electric field conditions [150]. Specifically in
this work, organic solvent in the sample and BGE was used to
adjust the retention factor in the BGE and sample, and they
demonstrated that sweeping efficiency is influenced by both
retention in the sample and BGE. For example, when ksample is
higher than kBGE, when the swept zone of analytes enters the
BGE zone, the electrophoretic mobility decreases because of a
decrease in retention caused by the presence of organic mod-
ifier in the BGE. An opposite phenomenon occurs when kBGE

is higher than ksample. In their work, however, the additional
experimental defocusing/focusing factor was in the range of
0.81–1.53 and the experimentally obtained ks and kBGE are
not significantly different, thus drastic focusing/defocusing
is not evident.

Modir-Rousta and Bottaro [151] developed a pressure-
assisted sweeping method for the determination of polar neu-
tral N-nitrosamine compounds. The auxiliary pressure aided
in the introduction of polar neutral analytes in conditions
where there is no EOF, thus decreasing the analysis time
and allowing the use of longer capillaries for larger sample
volume injection. LODs of at least 0.11 mg/L were achieved.

2.2.2.2 MSS and AFMC

MSS and AFMC rely on the release of captured analytes from
the micelle before detection. This phenomenon is due to the
presence of organic solvent (a plug or with the sample solu-
tion) for MSS or a zone in the capillary that decreases the CMC
of the micelles for AFMC. Six papers were found to apply MSS
as a stacking mechanism, five of which used SDS as a pseudo-
stationary phase for the analysis of cationic analytes [152–156]
and one used CTAB for anionic analytes [157]. One paper
was found to use AFMC as stacking mechanism [158]. SEFs
of 12-to 6300-fold were achieved. The developed methods
were successfully used to elucidate nitroimidazoles in rabbit
plasma, alkaloids in human plasma, herbicides in fortified
drinking water, berberine and theophylline in urine, antipsy-
chotic drugs in spiked wastewater, and alkaloids in Chinese
herbal medicine.

Quirino and Aranas [152] modified the original MSS con-
figuration by introducing a micellar solution before hydrody-
namic injection of the sample, which contained at least 30%
organic solvent. The introduction of micellar solution before
the sample plug eliminates the effect of field-enhancement
and pITP. The presence of organic solvent in the sample solu-
tion accommodates the analysis of sample matrices with high
salt concentration and is ideal for samples pretreated with or-
ganic solvents, through protein precipitation, or the extract
from SPE. The developed method was applied to six cationic
antipsychotic drugs in wastewater with SEFs between 41 and
68.

Instead of MSS or AFMC, Shuli et al. described a tran-
sient moving substitution boundary method [159] that has
many parallels to these two approaches and thus has been
included here. Their stacking system used crown ethers
(18-crown-6-tetracarboxylic acid (18C6H4)) as a pseudosta-
tionary phase to transport, release, and accumulate analytes
at a substitution boundary. A schematic is shown in Fig. 5,
in which Na+ is used to displace the analytes. An SEF of up
to 940 for aminoglycoside antibiotics was reported.

2.3 Physically induced changes in velocity

Ion-selective membranes and nano/microchannel interfaces
(NMIs) introduce unique phenomena that in some case dic-
tate the behavior of the entire microfluidic system. Nonequi-
librium ion current phenomena include ion concentration
polarization associated with the formation of depletion and
enrichment zones, current rectification, water splitting, and
many others that can be used for extraction, concentration,
separation, and detection of biomolecules [160]. Ion selectiv-
ity of an NMI is the result of the nanochannels pore size
and surface charge density as well as the bulk medium ionic
strength and pH.

Once a channel is filled with electrolyte solution, and
electric double layer (EDL) develops on the surface with the
counterions closely packed in the Stern layer followed by a
diffuse layer containing co-ions. Applying an electric field
across the channel creates EOF by dragging the counterions
near the wall toward the cathode in the case of negatively
charged walls. It is generally agreed that EOF significantly
affects NMI with nanochannels (�10 nm). The role of buffer
ionic strength intensifies in nanochannels as the EDL ap-
proaches the radius of the nanochannel and two cases can be
identified. Complete overlap leads to charge-governed trans-
port, in other words, the surface co-ion will be excluded and
there is enhanced transport of the counterion. Incomplete
overlap leads to size- or geometry-governed transport as a free-
transport region still exists, surrounded by the electrostatic
region, and through which the co-ion can be transported if
the hydrodynamic size fits through the free-transport region.
The extent of the EDL, Debye screening length, is affected by
the charge density of the walls and the pH and ionic strength
of the bulk solution. Complete overlap is not necessary to
induce ion selectivity as some highly charged surfaces retain
their permselective properties even in high ionic strength
solutions when the EDL is suppressed.

Ion concentration polarization (ICP) occurs when there
is preferential transport of counterions and expulsion of
co-ions. To preserve electroneutrality on both ends of the
nanochannels, anions are depleted on the anodic side and
concentrated on the cathodic side. Protein trapping with NMI
while continuously injecting the sample was achieved in
85-nm-deep nanochannels connecting two microchannels
with different pH and filled with protein-buffer solution
pumped at 1000 nL/min flow rate [161]. The low-pH mi-
crochannel was connected to the positive electrodes and the
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Figure 5. Schematic illustra-
tion of the on-line concentra-
tion with the FESI-moving sub-
stitution boundary method:
(A) starting situation of FESI
with PSP plug and sam-
ple plug injected electrokinet-
ically, (B) sample zone gets
stacked under the electrical
field, (C) focusing by moving
substitution boundary princi-
ples, (D) CZE separation of the
focused anlaytes. Reproduced
from [159] with permission.

high-pH microchannels to the negative electrodes. Enhance-
ments were 385-fold for R-Phycoerythrin within 10 min and
107-fold for Dylight-labeled streptavidin within 3 min. The
SEF for Dylight-labeled streptavidin was due to saturation of
focusing as both proteins reach the same concentration in
milligram per milliliters.

Most stacking methods do not work in high ionic strength
samples, which is also a problem for ICP methods but they
can be modified to overcome this limitation by increasing
the surface charge of the nanochannel or by decreasing
nanochannel pore size. The main problem in doing this is
the stabilization of the depletion and enrichment zones be-
cause the formation of vortices near the NMIs leads to mixing
and limits the SEF that can be achieved. To help determine
the optimal conditions, an electrical resistive circuit network
model was designed to predict the optimum applied voltages
and to precisely position concentrated protein bands at cer-
tain distance from the NMI [162]. Experiments showed more
than 105-fold enhancement within 5 min using 1 mM phos-
phate buffer and nanochannels etched in glass and sealed to
PDMS slab.

2.3.1 Effect of channel geometry

Microchannel geometry was found to affect enrichment fac-
tors and the time needed to reach saturation [163]. In straight
channels, the depth did not affect the maximum enrichment
factor achieved but the deeper channels required longer time
to reach saturation: a 100-fold enrichment of fluorescein in

50-�m-deep channel required 420 s compared to only 90 s
when it was 6 �m deep. In convergent–divergent channels
(15 �m deep), 200-fold enrichment was achieved within 150 s
using the same hydrogel NMI. Similar results were obtained
using hydrogels and NafionTM membranes.

Concentration gradients were generated in straight and
tapered nanochannels connecting two different conductivity
solutions, 6 �M on one end and 2000 �M at the other end
[164]. The difference in concentration between the two ends
created chemiosmotic flow toward the low-concentration end
that dominated the EOF at low applied voltages. In straight
channels, when the flow direction is opposite to the con-
centration gradient, the electric field increases sharply at the
low-conductivity end and forms stable traps so that particles
can be trapped at a certain location. This does not happen
if the flow is in the same direction as the concentration gra-
dient. In tapered nanochannels, the narrower end is at the
high-conductivity side, which means that the electric field
will increase on both sides. The simulation curves presented
imply that the more tapered nanochannels, 1:9 width ratio
between the high- and low-conductivity ends, will give better
separation of trapped particles based on charge-to-size ratio.

2.3.2 Fabrication methods

NMI can be incorporated into microfluidic devices using dif-
ferent fabrication approaches that vary in cost, time, success
rate, and compatibility with mass production. While some are
very promising to be developed into commercial point-of-care
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devices, others are important in understanding the behavior
of NMI and unravel more about their unique phenomena.

Studies comparing the behavior of different NMI mate-
rials facilitate selecting the most appropriate for a particular
application. Kim et al. compared four different membranes
regarding their ease of fabrication, robustness, biocompat-
ibility, and charge density [165]. Two separate microchan-
nels were connected with a third channel that was filled with
the nanoporous material. NafionTM, agarose, and anion- and
cation-selective hydrogels were compared with NafionTM, and
agarose membranes were easier to fabricate reproducibly but
the hydrogels offered better flexibility to manipulate the sur-
face charge. NafionTM membranes offered the fastest con-
centration rate but the agarose hydrogel was better suited for
concentrating bio-samples as agarose does not have sufficient
surface charge to support EOF and negatively charged pro-
teins at physiological pH will migrate toward the anode only
by the effect of electrophoretic mobility.

While most preconcentrators are optimized for anions,
cationic preconcentrators are also useful when the separation
is done in acidic buffer conditions below the pI of the proteins
and they are positively charged. Shin et al. compared three
methods for creating cation preconcentrators in glass chips
under reversed EOF conditions [166]. An anion permselec-
tive poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC)
membrane was photopolymerized between two N-[3-
(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]-N′-(4-vinylbenzyl)ethylenediamine
hydrochloride (TMSVE)-coated microchannels or 40-nm
nanochannels were etched and then coated with cationic
monomers, TMSVE or polyE-323, to impart a positive
charge on the surface. In 0.005% formic acid + 5% IPA at
pH 3.4, concentration factors of R6G were just below 15-,
30-, and 40-fold for PDADMAC, TMSVE, and polyE-323
nanochannels, respectively. When 1 mM phosphate buffer,
pH 7.4, was used, the PDADMAC performance deteriorated
but the other two concentrators did not seem to be affected.
When 10 mM phosphate buffer at the same pH was used,
PDADMAC showed stable preconcentration due to the
surface charge increase with the ionic strength and the pore
size was small enough to maintain EDL overlap. However,
the coated nanochannels, 40 nm, failed to concentrate as the
EDL overlap was not achieved at the higher concentration
of the buffer. Regarding applied electric fields, the coated
nanochannels were more robust and tolerated higher electric
fields and were less prone to peptide adsorption than the
PDADMAC membrane.

Nanochannels were realized in polycarbonate substrate
by UV exposure at 254 nm in presence of O2 and then re-
versibly sealed to PDMS slab to sequentially concentrate, la-
bel, and purify BSA (Fig. 6) [167]. Using optimum nanochan-
nel depth of about 45 nm and 20 mM bicarbonate buffer,
pH 9.0, enrichment for 300 s resulted in 102- to 103-fold
enhancement at the anodic side of the nanochannels. The
voltage was switched to the FITC reservoir to deliver FITC
through the concentrated protein zone and the excess FITC
migrated through the nanochannels to the auxiliary mi-
crochannel. A purification step was then maintained for 90 s

Figure 6. (A) Schematic illustration of the micro/nanofluidics de-
vice for FITC labeling of protein. The nanogap is indicated by an
arrow; (1) FITC reservoir; (2) BSA reservoir; (3–6) buffer reservoirs;
(7) laser-induced fluorescence detection point. Total length 1–6 =
40 mm. (B) Schematic illustration of the principle for FITC labeling
of proteins on the micro/nanofluidic device using BSA and FITC
as model systems. (1) The electric field for protein concentration
and FITC labeling; (2) the electric field for product separation and
detection. (C) Corresponding fluorescence response of the puri-
fied product (FITC–BSA). Reproduced from [167] by permission
of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

by switching the voltage to the buffer reservoir to remove all
unreacted FITC before the separation voltage was applied.
The enrichment of the protein enhanced the reaction rate by
factors of 104- to 106-fold compared to bulk solution labeling,
which takes 14 h. This is a very simple and intelligent use of
ICP to concentrate and purify proteins and then to derivatize
them and will help in the creation of simple and portable
devices for protein measurement.

2.3.2.1 NafionTM membranes

NafionTM membranes can be integrated in microfluidic de-
vices to form an NMI but control over pore size is difficult
and problems such as leaking and membrane deformation
limit their use. Major problems are instability of the formed
ICP, membrane deformation at high applied electric fields,
and leaks due to inadequate sealing.

End-labeled free-solution electrophoresis of DNA was
achieved simultaneously with more than 103-fold enhance-
ment within 240 s [168]. A 100-�m NafionTM film connect-
ing the sample and buffer microchannels acted as an NMI,
which created depletion forces to balance the opposing EOF
and trap streptavidin-bound and biotinylated-free DNA, in
5 mM Tris-HCl buffer, at different locations along the sam-
ple microchannel, resolution achieved was 1.85.

Kim et al. argued that ICP observed in channels near
NafionTM membranes could be due to hidden triangular
nanochannels created by incomplete sealing between PDMS
and glass near the NafionTM membrane [169]. They aug-
mented the argument by presenting results from devices fab-
ricated in the same way often reported in literature with that of
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a device where complete sealing was ensured. Most of the ion
transport seems to be through the triangular channels rather
than through the NafionTM membrane. Depletion zones were
observed using fluorescein for NafionTM membranes and
nonconducting membranes and with varying conditions of
membrane thickness (100 and 500 nm) and different ionic
strength of the bulk solution. The transition of ionic trans-
port from surface charge governed to geometry governed was
attributed to the bulk ionic strength that determines whether
EDL overlap occurs or not.

An easy way to incorporate NafionTM membranes without
gaps was reported by Zhang et al. for concentrating DNA by
103-fold within 15 s [170]. A fracture, 650 nm, was made in the
wall of fused silica capillary and filled with NafionTM at equal
distance from both ends. A reservoir was attached above the
NafionTM membrane and connected to positive voltage while
the two reservoirs at the ends were connected to negative volt-
age. Concentration of the DNA was achieved at the cathodic
side of the membrane using relatively high voltage of 800 V
without deformation of the membrane.

Surface-based immunoassay sensitivity was enhanced by
500-fold for C-reactive protein, a disease marker with many
different clinical applications [171]. The difference in conduc-
tivity of the NafionTM membrane and the microchannel cre-
ates depletion zone near the membrane, the length of which
decreases by increasing the ionic strength of the bulk so-
lution, resulting in better preconcentration. However, ionic
strength as high as 1× PBS induces instability in the con-
centrated zone and decreases the preconcentrator efficiency.
Experiments show that higher enhancement factors were
achieved by increasing the membrane width and thickness
and by the electric field strength.

A million-fold enhancement was reported for FITC-
labeled BSA in 1 mM PBS within 60 min also using NafionTM

membrane in an open channel [172]. Bacterial cells that ex-
press green fluorescent protein (GFP) were also concentrated
on the depletion zone border accompanied with cell lysis due
to osmotic pressure difference between the cell and buffer at
the boundary. Different concentration bands were observed
for the bacterial cells and GFP as a result of differences in
their electrophoretic mobility. The high-concentration factors
achieved can be attributed to the use of single open channel
design instead of the dual closed one. Besides avoiding leaks,
minimized Joule heating and increased bulk flow lead to
rapid formation of ICP zone that can be maintained for 60
min at relatively high applied electric field (25 V/cm) without
membrane deformation.

For the first time, depletion zone created near NafionTM

membrane in an open channel was used to continuously
separate micro- and nanoparticles based on differences in
electrophoretic mobility [173]. The particles were delivered
to the depletion zone by hydrodynamic flow from a narrow
side channel (Fig. 7). The movement of the particles along
the channel is governed by the balance between the hydro-
dynamic and electrical forces. Higher applied electric fields
across the membrane lead to shift in the path of the particle
to a region where hydrodynamic force is dominant resulting

in wider deflection angle and even complete block of trans-
port. The contribution of dielectrophoresis was negligible
compared to the electrophoretic mobility and particles with
higher mobility were deflected at wider angle regardless of
their size and hence separation is attributed to differences in
electrophoretic mobility. Compared to conventional free-flow
electrophoresis, this method utilize high electric fields near
the NMI without the need to use internal electrodes mak-
ing it simpler and less prone to bubble generation. Yet, the
dispersion of separated bands, especially nanoparticles, is a
limiting problem. The experiments were done using fluores-
cent polystyrene particles in 1 mM dibasic sodium phosphate
but the authors expect that applications may extend to include
separating biomolecules, DNA, cells, and even ions.

Myoglobin, an early indication of myocardial infarction,
was trapped at NMI to achieve 103-fold enhancement within
200 s starting with 1 ng/mL solution in phosphate buffer
(pH 7, 10 mM) [174]. Labeling with Alexa fluor 488 imparts
a weak negative charge and enables the electrokinetic trap-
ping. Using microflowing technique that allows patterning
of thin layer of NafionTM, a 200-nm-thick bridge between a
microchannel filled with the protein to another filled with
buffer served as the nanojunction.

2.3.2.2. Hydrogels

Hydrogels offer a wide range of physical and chemical prop-
erties and can be incorporated into a microfluidic device in
a specific position through thermal- or photopolymerization.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the separation device and sepa-
ration process (microchannel: PDMS; nanojunction: nafion mem-
brane; microchannel height: 40 �m. Different colors represent
particles having different properties; the red dotted circle denotes
the ion-depletion region). Reprinted by permission from Macmil-
lan Publishers: [173], copyright 1993.
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Surface charge density and stability over a wide pH range can
be tuned by the proper selection of monomer, while pore size
can be tuned by controlling the cross-linking process.

To accurately position a hydrogel plug, Lee et al. em-
ployed the elasticity of PDMS to hold the hydrogel during
photopolymerization [175]. Two air channels with thin PDMS
base were used to apply pressure and the deflected PDMS film
prevented the spread of the monomers until photopolymer-
ization was complete. The hydrogels were used to trap and
release DNA and cells.

Increasing the nanopore density, with associated decreas-
ing pore size, of polyacrylamide gels resulted in higher en-
richment factors and 600-fold was achieved for FITC within
120 s and stable enrichment zones were maintained even at
relatively high applied voltage of 300 V [176].

Han et al. increased the sensitivity of extraction of neg-
atively charged hydrogel by combining it with bead-based
competitive immunoassay for small molecules such as biotin
and achieved 2 × 103-fold enhancement in 3 min [177]. An-
ionic fluorescent indicator was quantitatively replaced from
magnetic beads by the unlabeled analyte and preconcentrated
near the depletion zone created at the NMI.

2.3.2.3 Elastomers

PDMS enables low-cost fabrication of nanochannels because
of its ability to stretch and deflect under applied force. Ultra-
high aspect ratio nanochannels were made in PDMS by cast-
ing over a template containing parallel bumps (2–4 �m high)
and then rolling the PDMS layers after curing to have the
nanochannels in between the layers of the roll (Fig. 8) [178].
Stretch and release during the fabrication process enabled
tuning of the nanochannels size and shape. Plasma treat-
ment ensured irreversible binding and the roll was mechan-
ically cut into discs according to the desired length. The disc
was then sandwiched between two layers containing the mi-
crofluidic channels. However, the nanochannels diameter

was around 700 nm, which is considered very large compared
with other nanofabrication techniques.

Alternatively, by applying a high pressure over a thin
PDMS film, a small gap, nanometer size range, is left, which
can support ICP. Quist et al. demonstrated anodic and ca-
thodic enrichment by manipulating the applied pressure to
switch between the two modes [179]. After reasonable con-
centration was achieved, the pressure was released to allow
the concentrated plug to pass through for subsequent sepa-
ration. A 103-fold enhancement of fluorescein was achieved
in 100 s. One of the disadvantages noted in this work is the
somewhat lower efficiency of the plug that passes through
the opened channels.

2.3.2.4 Dielectric breakdown

Dielectric breakdown of PDMS is 21 V/�m, above which
PDMS starts to fail and develop nanofissures. We developed
a method to control the pore size of the nanojunctions formed
between two microchannels using slightly higher electric
breakdown voltage of 22 V/�m over a 100-�m gap [180].
Different permeability ranges were achieved by setting a cur-
rent limit during the breakdown to lower the applied voltage
once the nanojunctions are formed. When the current limit
is set at higher value, the applied voltage will continue for
longer until the nanojunction pore size is wide enough and
has a conductivity that matches the preset current limit. Di-
rect extraction and analysis of quinine in whole blood was
achieved in 3 min.

Later, another group reported nanoparticle-assisted
breakdown for protein concentration [181]. The main mi-
crochannels were 2 �m deep and 100 �m wide and separated
by a 40-�m gap. The part containing the channels was made
of PDMS prepared in a prepolymer base to curing agent ratio
of 5:1 to give a harder PDMS than the 10:1 ratio and prevent
collapse of the channels. Gold nanoparticles (13.7 ± 0.8 nm),
deposited at the gap before binding PDMS to glass, facilitated
breakdown at much lower voltage of 7.5 V/�m. FITC-labeled

Figure 8. Large-area integration by PNSA rolling.
(A) Schematic illustration of large-area integration us-
ing a sticky (1:75) PDMS layer. Magnified inset im-
age showing a cross-sectional view before rolling.
(B) Schematic illustration of the rolled PNSA structure;
this structure can be mechanically cut on demand.
(C) SEM image of the radially formed PNSA and PDMS
films of 1: 75 weight ratio and (D) magnified view
of (C). Reproduced from [178] by permission of The
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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BSA was driven by the EOF to concentrate at the depletion
zone and 15 000-fold enhancement was achieved for 1 nM
BSA in 1 mM PBS within 60 min, which is fourfold per sec-
ond. This is lower that what is already reported for NMIs
and the data were obtained in low-concentration buffer. It is
known that enhancement factors drop massively with increas-
ing the electrolyte concentration and we expect even lower EF
if biological samples were used.

2.3.2.5 Other methods

Controlled etching with monitoring current through the cap-
illary wall or alarm sound when enough current was con-
ducted resulted in very small pore size, which leads to
using the NMI for concentration on the enrichment or
depletion side for both negative and positive compounds.
An outstanding 109-fold concentration was achieved within
20 min using autostop HF-etching of fused silica capillary for
1 pM fluorescein in 1 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.2 [182]. Unlabeled
DNA was concentrated by 50-fold within 300 s using BGE
of 80 mM MES-Tris (pH 6.18) with 0.8% HEC and UV de-
tection. The dramatic drop in concentration enhancement
by increasing BGE ionic strength demonstrates a common
problem faced when applying these methods to biological
samples. Although the method is efficient in concentrating
wide range of analytes, special safety measures should be
taken as the procedure includes using 30 �L of 40% HF for
etching.

Arrayed multiwalled carbon nanotubes were used to con-
centrate biomolecules by up to 106-fold in 45 min [183].
The Parylene-multiwalled carbon nanotubes have control-
lable and highly dense charge on the surface, which facilitates
high-concentration factors. EDL overlap can be achieved by
increasing the applied voltage and selectively trap or release
molecules based on charge or size, which demonstrates the
size sieving and the electrostatic exclusion functions of the
device.

2.3.3 Efforts for improvement

Stability of the depletion or concentration zones for as long as
possible means increased enhancement factors. Louer et al.
demonstrated the use of external hydrodynamic pressure to
achieve concentration on the anodic or cathodic side of the
NMI using the same device design and demonstrated stable
ICP [184]. The 150-nm nanochannels were made in glass.

The ultimate goal is to have these devices incorporated
into portable devices and minimize their power consumption
needs. This means that devices can be left in remote areas for
longer periods. It may include environmental analysis in the
deep seas or desert or even searching for life on other planets.
By removing the need for external power supply to drive the
ICP, the energy can be saved to operate separation and detec-
tion. Electrodes with different reducibility were used in weak
oxidizing solution to create electrochemical potential that is
capable of producing ion depletion and enrichment zones

near nanochannels without the need for external power sup-
ply [185]. Glass etching was used to create the fluidic struc-
tures including an array of 20 nanochannels, 200 nm deep.
Pt electrode was used as anode and either Al or Fe as cathode
to reach enhancement factors of fluorescein in 10 mM KCl
of 40.2- and 27.1-fold, respectively, which indicates a rela-
tion between the enhancement factor and electrode material
due to differences in the standard electrochemical potential.
While fluorescein concentration was achieved within 20 s and
lasted for few minutes, no enrichment was observed for the
positively charged R6G.

As discussed above, ICP phenomena associated with
NMI can provide astonishing enhancement factors up to
109-fold. The main problem, however, is their modest perfor-
mance when handling biological samples due to high ionic
strength. More effort in this area is required to maintain ef-
ficient concentration at high ionic strength by finding new
materials that offer higher density surface charge, stability
over wide range of pH, and well-defined and homogenous
pore size.

3 Extraction

3.1 SPE

The sensitivity of CE can be enhanced by SPE to extract an-
alytes prior to CE analysis, especially when large sample vol-
umes should be concentrated. It can be performed in-line
or on-line, with respect to the CE or microchip CE system.
The effort to couple SPE with electrophoresis is thriving
as evidenced by growing number of reviews on this topic
alone [2, 11–13].

3.1.1 In-line SPE-CE

In in-line SPE-CE, a concentrator is synthesized or inserted
(as a short column) directly into the inlet of the separation
capillary. This means that extraction, enrichment, elution,
and separation are carried out in the same capillary without
further transfer of the eluting solution. In this way, the sam-
ple volume and organic solvents consumed for elution are
minimized, and more importantly, automation of SPE-CE in
commercial CE instruments can be realized.

3.1.1.1 Packed bed columns

The easiest way to create a packed bed is the “fritless” ap-
proach in which a large id section of capillary is packed with
particles and connected to capillary with an id smaller than
the particles. Tak et al. used this approach with 60-�m parti-
cles retained in a 2-mm bed (150 �m id capillary), sandwiched
between 50 �m id separation capillaries, for the extraction of
drugs of abuse for CE-MS [186]. Efficient elution was achieved
by using 85% methanol in water acidified with acetic acid. In-
jecting 30 capillary volumes of sample (930 mbar for 60 min)
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Figure 9. Sum of the extracted ion electropherograms of stan-
dard mixtures of dynorphin A, End1, and metenkephalin obtained
by sheathless SPE-CE-MS loading: (a) 1.5 �L and (b) 8 �L of a
0.1 ng/mL standard mixture. Separations were performed by ap-
plying 50 mbar and a voltage of 30 kV. Reproduced from [189].

yielded SEFs between 2560 and 2930, with LODs between
0.22 and 24 pg/mL.

Maijo et al. used a mixed-mode phase for in-line SPE-
CE-MS of four UV filters [187]. The sample was loaded at
930 mbar for 15 min, and the retained analytes eluted in 30
nL of ACN. A small plug of BGE (50 mbar for 200 s) was
used to push the elution plug through the concentrator. SEFs
of 3400–34 000-fold were obtained with LODs as low as 0.01
ng/mL. The method was applied to river water samples, how-
ever off-line SPE was required to achieve the low picogram
per milliliter sensitivity required.

Jooß et al. prepared a “bead string design” SPE column
in which a 4-mm section of 100 �m id capillary is filled
with a string of 90 �m mixed-mode beads [188]. This de-
sign prevents clogging or formation of hollow spaces inside
SPE column, which usually happens in conventional packed
bed design. Capillary volumes (0.6–6) of sample were in-
jected and eluted with a 35 nL plug of methanol/ammonia
(95:5%, v/v). A recovery of 106% was achieved, and
lower LODs (low nanomolar range) were achieved
for 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (APTS)-labeled glycans,
which corresponds to an enrichment factor of �800 com-
pared to the normal hydrodynamic injection CE-MS. Later,
the same group developed a micro-SPE cartridge for sheath-
less CE-MS employing a prototype porous-tip capillary for
nano-ESI [189]. A 4-mm concentrator capillary (150 �m id)
packed with 55–105 �m C18 particles was used for three
opioid peptides; dynorphin A, End1, and metenkephalin. As
shown in Fig. 9, when 8.5 �L sample was loaded, an SEF of
5000 was achieved (LOD 2 pg/mL); providing sensitivity that
could not be achieved by sheathless CE-MS or sheath liquid
SPE-CE-MS alone.

3.1.1.2 Monolithic columns

Monolithic columns are attractive for SPE-CE because they
can be prepared frit-free in capillaries or microchip, however,
this requires replacement of the entire capillary once the SPE
column has reached the end of its life. Wu et al. prepared a
poly(4-VP-co-EDGMA) monolith in a separate piece of capil-
lary that was connected to the separation capillary by a Teflon
tube [190]. The monolithic SPE column had good robustness
(over a hundred injections) and high extraction efficiency.
The SEF was 615–2222 folds with LODs of 1.3–3.3 ng/mL
for a number of phenols. Zhai et al. used a similar approach
in microchips in which a molecular imprinted monolith in-
side a capillary was embedded in a glass/PDMS microchip
for on-line extraction and separation of auramine O [191].
The retained analytes were eluted with 20 �L methanol from
which auramine O was electrokinetically injected. An enrich-
ment of 12 was reported, with an LOD down to 2.5 �g/mL
and this method was used for auramine O in shrimp meat
purchased from local supermarket.

Nge et al. synthesized a butyl methacrylate monolith in a
cyclic olefin copolymer microchip for the extraction and on-
chip labeling of proteins and amino acids [192]. The protein
loading capacity of the 2-mm monolith was 2 �g (30 pmol) of
BSA. More importantly, the SPE-microchip design enabled
further purification during elution due to the fact that the
labeled analytes were more strongly retained on the mono-
lith than the unattached fluorescent label. The SPE provided
enrichment factor of between 6 and 11 folds. While LODs
were not reported, linear relation between the eluted peak
areas and concentrations of proteins demonstrated the po-
tential for this to be quantitative.

3.1.1.3 Other approaches for SPE integration

The simplest method to construct an SPE column in-line is
to coat a small portion of the separation capillary. Zhang et
al. used an LED to photoinitiate the formation of a molec-
ular imprinted SPE phase on the inner surface of a 3-mm
section of capillary [193]. Enrichment factor up to 200 for
epitestosterone, methyltestosterone, and testosterone was ob-
tained compared to the injection without SPE.

Phillips et al. developed a chip-based SPE-CE system
to isolate and determine six pro-inflammatory chemokines
from infants’ cerebrospinal fluids using reactive antibody
fragments of antichemokine antibodies immobilized onto a
2-mm glass fiber disk [194]. The isolated analytes were la-
beled and eluted with acidic buffer to disrupt the complex
releasing the chemokines for electrophoresis. The IA-SPE-
CE showed good agreement with a commercial ELISA (r2 �
0.903), with the developed method having tenfold superior
sensitivity (LOD 0.5 pg/mL).

3.1.2 On-line SPE-CE

Unlike in-line SPE-CE, on-line SPE-CE has the SPE col-
umn coupled to CE system in an automated way, typically
via an interface with flow-switching ability. Undoubtedly,
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Figure 10. Analysis of a water sample taken from a wastewater
treatment plan of a hospital in Hanoi, Vietnam. Reproduced from
[195] with permission.

this approach permits relatively independent operation, as
exemplified by Mai et al. involving automated on-line SPE
using sequential injection manifold coupled with CE-C4D
[195]. For SPE (100 mg cartridge containing C18 particles),
a second holding coil was included as a reservoir to hold
eluted solution before it was delivered to the CE interface
for hydrodynamic injection. Pharmaceutical samples (ibupro-
fen, diclofenac, naproxen, and bezafibrate) were loaded at
140 �L/s onto the cartridge, with the retained analytes eluted
with 500 �L Tris/lactic acid/ACN (pH 8.0) solution. A precon-
centration factor of 750 was achieved, with LOQs in the low
nanomolar range. The method was successfully applied for
the detection of ibuprofen from hospital waste water, which
was barely detected without SPE. Electropherograms for the
sample with and without SPE are shown in Fig. 10.

Polo-Luque et al. demonstrated another dimension of in-
line SPE based on a piston inserted in the sample vial [196].
The extraction unit operated as a spin column to preconcen-
trate three nitrophenols, which was inserted into the sample
vial. The subsequent elution and injection were performed
in-line, placing the vial on the CE carousel. Good analyte sen-
sitivity was achieved, with LODs ranged between 0.22 and
0.28 �g/L, making this a simple and interesting way of au-
tomating the SPE process for CE.

3.2 Liquid–liquid extraction (LLE)

LLE is an easy and simple sample-handling technique. Un-
like SPE, LLE allows up-concentration from the sample so-
lution directly into a receiving phase, rather than requiring
a secondary elution step with a solvent. Moreover, no exces-
sive pressure is required. In order to accommodate small
sample volumes or reduce the amount of organic solvents
required, a variety of miniaturized LLE methods, with or
without a membrane as phase barrier, have been proposed
and coupled directly to CE. Such methods include single-drop

microextraction (SDME) [197,198] and liquid-phase microex-
traction [199]. In order to avoid any band broadening due to
sample overloading in CE, the injected sample volume in CE
is usually limited to 1–2% of the total capillary volume. With
the possibility of obtaining volume of acceptor extract in mi-
croliters or in quantities as small as a few nanoliter ranges,
the in- and on-line coupling of miniaturized LLE with CE
becomes more suitable.

In SDME, targeted analytes are extracted from a sample
solution into an acceptor phase drop. After extraction, the
drop is analyzed with an analytical instrument. Off-line cou-
pling is normally used for LC and GC hyphenation while
the hyphenation with CE can be performed either in the
off-, at-, or on-line mode [200]. The development and fea-
sibility of SDME as a pretreatment tool for CE was recently
reviewed by Al Othman et al. [201]. The authors comprehen-
sively describe basic principles, instrumentation, and modes
of coupling in SDME-CE along with the recent developments
and applications of SDME-CE in analyzing different sam-
ple matrices. Cheng et al. [202] demonstrated the possibil-
ity of in-line coupling of SDME with CE to analyze arsenic
compounds in spiked tap water. Due to the hydrophilic na-
ture of arsenic substances, a cationic carrier, namely aliquat
336, was added to the organic phase to promote the trans-
fer of negatively charged arsenic species from sample into
the acceptor drop hanging at the inlet of the capillary. En-
richment factors in the range of 390–1300 were achieved
for targeted arsenic species with a 15-min extraction. In a
fascinating combination, Park et al. [203] demonstrated the
automated coupling of headspace SDME (HS-SDME) with
LVSEP for phenolic compounds. The success combination
of powerful sample pretreatment technique with LVSEP-
CE has resulted in high sensitivity. The enrichment factor
of phenolic compounds in red wine was 1900- to 3400-fold
sensitivity.

Liquid-phase microextraction based on supported liq-
uid membrane (SLM) has gained substantially popularity in
the field of sample pretreatment due to its effective sample
cleanup, low organic solvent usage, and cost effectiveness.
The SLM consists of a porous polymeric material, which is
impregnated with a water-immiscible organic solvent and
adopted as a selective barrier between two aqueous solu-
tions. Recently, Kubáň and Boček [204] published a detailed
overview on the practicability of direct coupling of flat sheet
based SLMs to CE, covering fundamental and instrumental
aspects. Pantůčková and co-workers [205] proposed a simple
device that enables direct in-line coupling of SLM extraction
to a commercial CE system for rapid determination of se-
lected basic drugs spiked in human urine and serum. The
extraction setup was assembled in a sample vial and subse-
quently placed in an autosampler carousel of a commercial
CE system. The position of the separation capillary injection
end and high-voltage electrode in the CE instrument was pre-
cisely optimized to ensure efficient injection of sample. The
SLM was discarded after each extraction eliminating sample
carry over and tedious SLM regeneration steps. Schematic
of SLM device for in-line coupling to a commercial CE
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Figure 11. Sample pretreatment device for in-line coupling to a commercial CE instrument. (A) Sample vial before sample injection, (B)
sample vial during injection of the pretreated sample (separation capillary and high-voltage electrode are in contact with SLM), and (C) a
photograph of the sample vial with the assembled sample pretreatment device; the acceptor unit is partly hidden by the SLM. Reproduced
from [205] with permission.

instrument is shown in Fig. 11. Similar approach with slight
modification was adopted by the same research group for
rapid determination of formate in undiluted blood samples
[206]. Entire procedures, including SLM extraction, injection
of extract, CE separation, and detection, were performed fully
automatically.

LLE techniques based on the use of an electrical field as
driving force are currently also receiving attention. The use
of an electrical field allows better control of the extraction
of charged species, and the methods tend to be faster than
those of passive diffusion. Electroextraction is performed by
applying an electric field to a two-phase liquid system con-
sisting of an aqueous and an organic phase. Lindenburg et
al. [207] demonstrated the feasibility of electroextraction as
sample preconcentration step for fast and sensitive analysis
of urine metabolite, in combination with LC or CZE. Urine
metabolites present in the ethyl acetate were electroextracted
into an aqueous acceptor phase by an electrodriving force.
Note that no membrane is used as an organic/aqueous phase
barrier in this case. Acylcarnitines along with more than 100
presumed metabolite peaks were successfully detected when
final extract was analyzed with CZE-MS system.

Another alternative, termed “electromembrane extrac-
tion” (EME), is carried out by applying a voltage between
an aqueous sample solution and the aqueous acceptor so-
lution behind the organic solvent immobilized SLM. Payán
et al. [208] described an in-line coupling of nano-EME pro-
cedure with CE system to monitor selected basic drug sub-
stances from 200 �L sample solution. A crack was made in
the fused silica capillary and covered by heat-sealing a piece

of hollow fiber membrane. SLM was formed by impregnat-
ing porous membrane with a drop of organic solvent. The
electrical potential sustained over the SLM acted as the main
driving force of the extraction. As the acceptor phase volume
within the fused silica capillary in nano-EME was downscaled
to approximately 8 nL, a 500-fold enrichment of loperamide
within 5 min of extraction was achievable. A schematic of the
nano-EME system and its in-line coupling with CE is shown
in Fig. 12. On the other hand, several research groups have
proposed new membrane materials as an alternative to SLM
to further improve the durability of EME. See and coworkers
demonstrated the use of a polymer inclusion membrane, a
self-assembly homogenous thin-film polymeric membrane,
in EME with off-line CE to determine inorganic anions [209]
and herbicides [210] in water samples. The membrane was
sandwiched between two PTFE blocks and the extraction was
performed in a flow-through design, which is potentially to be
on-line coupling with CE analysis. Kubáň and Boček [211] pro-
posed a new micro-EME approach using a free liquid mem-
brane as an alternative to SLM to extract basic drugs from
undiluted biological samples. The extraction was carried out
within a 1.0 mm id/1.6 mm od perfluoroalkoxy (PFA) tubing.
The free liquid membrane consisted of 1.5 �L of 1-ethyl-2-
nitrobenzene, which was used as a phase interface. The in-
terface enabled selective electro-transport of basic drugs from
1.5 �L of a biological sample into a 1.5 �L acceptor solution
in about 5 min at an extraction voltage of 100 V. After micro-
EME, the acceptor phase within the perfluoroalkoxy tube was
directly injected into CE and the LODs were �1 mg/mL for
all examined matrices.
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Figure 12. (A) Schematic illustration of the nano-EME system in
nanoextraction mode and image of a 375 �m od fused silica cap-
illary with crack and SLM, B) before and (C) after filling the pores
with NPOE. Reproduced from [208] with permission.

4 Sequential stacking methods

4.1 Sequential stacking featuring sweeping

Using long EKI times, a significant portion of the sample
ions can be injected into the capillary, however, the stacked
peak is typically broad due to overloading the stacking mech-
anism and diffusion. Sweeping is an ideal second concentra-
tion mechanism to refocus and concentrate the overloaded
analytes because the mechanism is complimentary to most
other stacking mechanisms, and can thus be combined with
FASI, dynamic pH junction, etc., to create a highly selective
and powerful concentration approach.

4.1.1 Field-amplified injection–sweeping

Six papers combined FASI and sweeping, five of which
used SDS as pseudostationary phase [212–216] and one used
sodium taurodeoxycholate (STDC) [217]. Sensitivity enhance-
ments between 30 and 900 were obtained after optimization
and allowed the successful elucidation of homocysteine thio-
lactone in urine, ractopamine and dehydroxyractopamine in
porcine meat, 5-nitroimidazole compounds in river and well
water, DNA fragments in highly saline matrix, and DL-amino
acids.

Tian et al. used FASI–sweeping with dendritic polyami-
doamine generation 2.0 (PAMAM G 2.0) as the pseudophase
for sweeping [215]. DNA and other sample ions were in-
jected under negative polarity such that the co-ions traversed
through the PAMAM G 2.0 zone, while the DNA fragment
was swept by the dendrimer, thus serving to simultaneously
purify and concentrate the DNA. An SDS micelle solution
was hydrodynamically introduced into the capillary to com-

plex with PAMAM G 2.0, releasing the DNA, which also
induced a tITP zone. The developed approach obtained de-
tection limit of 0.49 ng/mL, and SEFs of 30 and 3500 were
obtained when compared with FASI and conventional hydro-
dynamic injection, respectively.

Polyethylene oxide (PEO)-based stacking and sweeping
was proposed by Lin et al. for the simultaneous determina-
tion of nine pairs of DL-amino acids in CE [217]. The analytes
were derivatized off-line with FMOC before detection. �-CD
and STDC were used as chiral selector and pseudostation-
ary phase, respectively. The capillary was filled with back-
ground solution containing Tris-borate, �-CD, and STDC
before large plug of sample solution was hydrodynamically
introduced. The vials were then replaced with BGE con-
taining PEO, �-CD, and STDC micelles. The amino acids
were swept by the anionic STDC micelles migrating through
the sample zone and then stacked when encountering the
viscous PEO BGE at the rear of the sample. PEO-stacking and
sweeping with STDC micelles jointly affected the preconcen-
tration of the analytes, further enhanced by the derivatiza-
tion of the amino acids with FMOC. LODs in the range of
40–60 nM were attained.

4.1.2 Dynamic pH junction–sweeping

Hsu et al. used dynamic pH junction–sweeping for the deter-
mination of benzoic and sorbic acid [218]. The analytes were
prepared in phosphate buffer at pH 3.0, while the tetraborate
background solution had a pH value of 9.2. When voltage was
applied, the hydroxide ions in the BGE migrated to the sam-
ple zone, increasing the pH of the sample plug. At high pH,
benzoic and sorbic acid dissociated from neutral to anionic
analytes, and halted abruptly at the front end of the sample
zone. Simultaneously, the SDS micelles present in the BGE
sweep the analytes into thin zone. The presence of PEO in the
buffer also added to the stacking effect of the analytes. LODs
of 8.2 and 6.1 nM for benzoic and sorbic acid were achieved,
respectively, with an SEF of 900.

4.1.3 AFMC–sweeping

A novel method involving AFMC and sweeping to perform
2D heart-cutting CE in a single capillary was developed
by Kukusamude et al. [219] for the separation of neutral
and cationic analytes. After a long plug of the sample was
introduced into the capillary, the vials were replaced with
CZE electrolytes and then voltage at positive polarity was ap-
plied. Stacked cationic analytes migrated toward the detector
and were separated via CZE. Continuous application of volt-
age caused the further migration of the cations out of the
capillary. Only neutral analytes were left inside the capillary
for separation. Both ends of the capillary were then replaced
with low-pH MEKC electrolyte containing SDS micelles for
sweeping and separation of the neutral analytes. SEFs from
15 to 100 for two artificial mixtures of cations and neutral
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compounds were achieved. The developed method was suc-
cessfully applied to river water sample spiked with the model
analytes.

4.1.4 Field-amplified injection–MSS

Rabanes et al. [220] recently combined FASI and MSS, the
mechanism of which is shown in Fig. 13, for the concen-
tration of cations. Here, the SDS micelles and analytes un-
der FASI conditions migrate into an organic solvent where
the micelles collapse and release the cationic analytes. The
released analytes have a reversed electrophoretic velocity,
which results in the cations focusing around the organic
solvent/sample boundary. FASI allowed the introduction of
more analytes into the capillary because of the difference
in conductivities of the BGS and sample solution zones.
Improvements in SEF of three orders of magnitude were
achieved by this approach. This was modified by Tubaon
et al. [221] for the analysis of anionic sulfonamides in fortified
river water samples using the cationic surfactant, CTAB, for
analyte transport. LOQs in the range of 0.01–0.03 �g/mL were
achieved for three sulfonamide compounds. Kukusamude
et al. used this for herbicides after cloud-point sample prepa-
ration in milk [222] and with CE-MS by Wuethrich et al. for
the racemic drug chlorpheniramine maleate [33].

4.2 Electrokinetic supercharging

Electrokinetic supercharging (EKS) is a two-step stacking
that employs tITP to preconcentrate analytes after a signif-
icantly long FASI [223]. Consequently, EKS is able to pro-
vide massive improvement in sample enrichment than sole
FASI or ITP [2, 224–227]. Following their original contribu-
tion for increasing sample volume and electrode configura-
tion, Hirokawa and co-workers described a similar system
to that published in 2009 for larger molecules, specifically
dsDNA fragments [228]. The authors aimed to maintain the
effective field strength over large space inside the sample
vial, which was achieved by increasing the distance between
the electrode and capillary inlet tip from 3.6 mm to 16 and
24 mm, with the latter requiring the use of a platinum ring

Figure 13. Mechanism for FASI and MSS in CE, which has been
explained in the text. Reproduced from [220] with permission.

electrode that significantly increased the area of effective elec-
tric field inside the sample vial (Fig. 14). It is worth not-
ing that increasing the electrode–capillary tip distance from
3.6 to 16 mm using the hollow electrode design found in
the Agilent instrument resulted in twofold enhancement in
detection sensitivity, however, the LODs obtained with the
Pt-ring electrode were 20-fold lower than the original hol-
low electrode. After electrolyte optimization, the LOD of the
EKS system was 8 pg/mL, 10 000-fold lower than without
EKS.

In the above-mentioned work, a valuable observation was
reported and studied in a following research article [229]. It
was found that the peak area of DNA fragments decreased
with increasing the injection voltage from 2 to 10 kV when
the electrode was positioned 16 mm from the capillary. This
phenomenon has been attributed to the aggregation of DNA
fragments and has been already confirmed by Song and
Maestre during the analysis of DNA with high molecular
weight several years ago [230]. However, the Hirokawa group
postulated that another contributor for the decrease in peak
area is the possible cleavage of the DNA due to high elec-
tric field strength especially at the area between the electrode
and capillary inlet tip. The authors performed a highly com-
parative study that was supported by computer simulations.
They varied the electrode distance from 2 to 40 mm and
varied the injection voltage from 2 to 20 kV. The authors
noticed that at a distance of 4 mm, an injection voltage of
20 kV resulted in about 20% damage of DNA when com-
pared to 2 kV. This damage was increased to 50% when the
distance was increased to 10 mm with an injection voltage
of 1 kV, and at 40 mm, significant damage could be found
when injecting at 5 kV. Although the mechanism of DNA
fragmentation and/or cleavage in this work is not clearly pre-
sented, yet the significance of this study lies in the fact that it
reveals the limitations and highlights certain considerations
to be undertaken during EKI of DNA under field-amplified
conditions.

Since long FASI is usually employed in EKS, the move-
ment of stacking boundary is a major obstacle for the EKI
step. This movement will not only deteriorate the efficiency
of stacking step, but it will also jeopardize the room avail-
able for the subsequent ITP stacking and the final separa-
tion step. This limitation can be addressed by application of
a hydrodynamic flow [231–235]. Chung’s group has applied
CF-EKS in the constant voltage mode for the analysis of cat-
echolamines [30]. The authors applied a hydrodynamic CF
during the EKI step in order to balance the movement of the
stacking boundary. They were able to inject their analytes at
25 kV for a significantly long time (30 min) with the aid of a
counterpressure of 1.3 psi. Additionally, they compared con-
stant voltage and constant current, with constant voltage pro-
viding more efficient separation and preconcentration than
the constant current due to more regulated and defined volt-
ages over the different sections of the capillary. The LODs of
catecholamines analyzed by the CF-EKS system were down to
1.2 nM and the enrichments in the UV detection sensitivity
were up to 50 000-fold.
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Figure 14. Images of elec-
trode configuration: The hollow
electrode with (A) the default
electrode–capillary distance of
3.6 mm and (B) prolonged dis-
tance of 16 mm; (C) the Pt-ring
electrode fixed in the sample vial
that is positioned around inlet
of the capillary end. Reproduced
from [228] with permission.

4.3 Interfacing multidimensional separations

The peak capacity and selectivity achievable by traditional
1D separation techniques is not sufficient to adequately re-
solve complex samples where a wide range of analytes with
a variety of different properties are present. The coupling of
orthogonal techniques of fundamentally different separation
mechanisms can be used to enhance peak capacity and there-
fore resolving power [236]. In the field of electrophoresis, this
is nothing new, as it has been the basis for 2DE that was the
cornerstone of proteomics for more than two decades. It is the
extension of this increase in resolving power to nonproteins
that has gained much recent interest [219, 237–241].

The coupling of ITP with CE in a column-coupled ap-
proach is well established, with a highly successful commer-
cially available instrument to perform this. Over the past
2 years, it has been used for glyphosate in drinking wa-
ter [242], bromate in drinking water [243], and tyramine,
2-phenylethylamine, and histamine in red wines [244].

A column coupled capillary ITP-CZE was used for de-
termination of quinine in human urine [245]. The ITP step
allows larger sample volume to be injected (30 �L) giving an
LOD of 8.6 ng/mL. The authors then studied cITP-CZE-LIF
for quantitative determination of quinine [246]. When even
this provides insufficient performance, it is possible to add
a third dimension: ITP-ITP-CZE [247]. The first ITP was for
preseparation and the second ITP step served to refine this
further and remove the remaining matrix constituents prior
to CZE analysis. The LOD of phthalic acid in reference sam-
ple was 150 ppb, while it was 400 ppb for urine samples with
repeatability of peak area for six runs �2% and migration
times of phthalic acid peaks for six runs was �1% using UV
detector.

Wu et al. performed a 2D separation using IEF followed
by tITP/CZE for on-chip labeling for protein determination
in infant milk formula using UV detection [248]. The results
show a 60-fold enrichment of the isolated protein fractions.
The authors then used the method for analysis of soybean
protein in dairy products [249]. The use of IEF at pI range
of 5.5–7.0 allows the soybean proteins to be isolated into
fractions and the fractions of proteins then transferred into
the embedded capillary for tITP-CZE for preconcentration
separation and detection using UV detector. This method
allows detection of soybean protein as low as 0.1% in total
dairy proteins. The enhancement factor obtained using 2D
microchip-CE device compared to IEF-CZE was 20 times

With substantially orthogonal mechanism compared to
most chromatographic approaches and considerably shorter
analysis time, LC-CE is theoretically an ideal combination.
However, coupling the two dimensions is challenging, given
there is a mismatch of volume, where the typical solution is an
extremely large splitting of the LC effluent to accommodate
the typical CE injection volume [250]. As a result, interfacing
CE as the second dimension places a great burden on detec-
tion and urges utilization of preconcentration techniques. An
example of this appears in the study by Česla et al., where to
compensate for approximately 20-fold dilution of the sample
in the LC effluent in off-line LC-MEKC, in-capillary sweeping
by SDS micelles was utilized to preconcentrate and separate
natural antioxidants in red wine [237]. In a simple and inter-
esting way to perform LC-CE, Wang et al. [101] utilized a short
SPE column in the front of the capillary and multistep elution
prior to tITP and sheathless CE-MS to improve the coverage
of peptide analysis from protein digests. A 1-mm concentra-
tor was prepared by creating a frit at one end of a 100 �m id/
360 �m od capillary that was packed with 5 �m C8 particles.
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Tryptic digests were first loaded onto the SPE column, and
then sequentially eluted with a 50 mM ammonium acetate
buffer with increasing amounts of methanol and isopropanol
(10–10, 20–20, 30–30, 40–40, 48–48 v/v) with each eluted frac-
tion separated by tITP. From comparative analysis of SPME-
tITP-CE with direct injection CE, the SPME-tITP step im-
proved comprehensiveness and sensitivity, as evidenced by
the improved S/N for all peptide precursor intensities.

Despite the few already published reports on comprehen-
sive LC-CE, there are no reports on using stacking/sweeping
approaches to improve analyte transfer and there is a sub-
stantial need for novel interfacing and sensitivity improve-
ment approaches to allow full use of the potentials of such
systems.

5 Concluding remarks

On-line concentration is one of the most widespread areas of
interest within the field of electrophoresis and it is likely to
remain a focus of the field in the endeavor to create sensitive,
universal systems for a range of applications. Key areas that
are being addressed over the past 2 years are in efforts to
deal with matrix effects, and to minimize those, as well as
to make simpler, more robust methods, particularly for im-
plementation in portable devices where the aim is to reduce
and minimize the need for complex manual handling. This
aspect will receive more attention as the push toward com-
plete sample-in/answer-out system continues. Importantly,
there is no approach that is universal—selection of the right
approach for the right application remains a challenge and is
perhaps the hardest part of the process.
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